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Abstract
The final quality of machining is directly a function of the type of machine used. The geometrical and micro
quality geometrical of finished surface are one of the principal goals of machining. During the operation of
turning, in particular, the elastic behavior of the pin controls the surface quality machined. To say that the
rigidity of the machine must be largest possible is not sufficient. The design of the axes of movement of the
machine must take account of the effects static, kinematics, dynamic of the mass. The rigidity and the conditions
of maintenance by the stages must be qualified in comparison with the results sought in term of machined
surface quality. To characterize the effect of the vibrations of the machine tools on the quality of the machined
surfaces a study was undertaken on two different lathes, a conventional turn and a turn with numerical control.
The results of roughness show that the machine tool exploits a great role the machined surface quality. The
rigidity of the machine and its capacities damping are prevalent factors to have a good surface quality. To this
end the choice of a thing rigid and damping tool is essential for any trial run and any industrial machining in
series.
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1. Introduction
Progress of mechanical manufacture was accompanied regularly by requirements of the quality of the
produced parts. In addition, characteristics depending on a raised quality such as the form, the
tolerances dimensional and the surface quality, as well as the effectiveness and the control of the
manufacturing process are factors which are directly associated there. Regarded as a whole, the
machine tool and the part form a system structural presenting of the complex dynamic characteristics
[1].
In a general way machining of an unspecified surface requires that the tool has a trajectory determined
compared to the part. This trajectory (or way of tool) must be respected throughout machining, or else
errors microphone and macro geometrical will appear on the part [2]. The frame is the body carrying
the other elements of the machine, as well as work-piece. It is requested, first of all, by its actual
weight and that of the elements which it supports, which causes of the static deformations [3].
In a general way, a turn adapted to the hard material machining must present certain numbers
characteristics:
 Weak vibrations in of machining, therefore a good rigidity and a good damping in
particular for the frame,
 Precision and reliability of displacements of the carriage,
 Sets of pins and elements mobile as weak as possible.
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It is significant to limit the vibrations of the structure of the machine tool because their presence
causes to lead in poor surface qualities, the damage of the edge of cut and unbearable sound
resonances. Just like the static study, the dynamic study is essential from the start, indisputably. Indeed
the machine and the process of cut are generators of vibrations.
The process of machining can be him highly discontinuous such as for example milling and correction.
The processes known as "with cut continues" such as turning and boring give place to variations of the
cutting force and thus to transient states. More subtly still it is easy to see than the pins, overall
machining, generate also vibrations. It is finally another phenomenon: it is chattering or chattering,
which we call also instability of cut which can affect all the machine tools [4].
The measure of tool wear progression and surface roughness during cutting can effectively determine
the tool condition [5]. Methods in which process parameter is evaluated on the basis of parameter
measured during the cutting operation. In contrast, the indirect method senses the secondary vibrations
[6-8].
When this process is not well defined during machining operation it can lead to fatigue, creep and can
increase the rate of corrosions in our manufacturing product [9-16]. The Investigation on Cutting
Force and Vibration Signals in Turning us developed by Mathematical Modeling Using Response
Surface Methodology [17]
To concretize the effect of the vibrations related to the machine tools on the quality of the machined
surfaces, we led a study on two different lathes. Within the framework of this study we chose to
characterize the quality of machining by the roughness of surface
2. Experimental Procedure
The tests were carried out on steel AISI 1045 by using two different machines. The first is a
conventional turn and the second is a turn with numerical control SOMAB T400, the conventional turn
of power to the pin of 5 KW mark H.ERNAULT.BATIGNOLE is built in 1950 on a cast iron frame.
The turn of mark SOMAB of power to the pin of 12 KW is built in 1990 on resin concrete frame. The
two machines have slides with direct contact and are assembled without shoe with bearing. The goal is
to detect the influence of the rigidity of the machine on the surface quality of the parts machined in
slide-lathing. The experiments consist in measuring the profile of the roughness of surface for various
parameters of cut and ray of the nozzle of the tool. The three criteria of roughness retained for the
qualification of the surface quality are Ra, Rz and RSm.
First of all by taking the same parameters of cut while varying the ray of the plate, the plan of the
experiments is represented in Table 1. Then, by fixing the advance by turn, the depth of cut and the ray
of the nozzle of the tool but the cutting speed are varied according to Table 2.

Cutting speed
(m/min)
180

Table 1. Plan of the tests
Advance by turn
Ray of the nozzle of
(mm/tr))
tool (mm)
0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4
0.4, 0.8, 1.2

Cutting speed
(m/min)
90, 120, 180, 230, 248

Depth of cut
(mm)
1

Table 2. Plan of the tests
Advance by turn Ray of the nozzle
(mm/tr)
of tool (mm)
0.1
1.2
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Measured values
(µm)
Ra, Rz, RSm

Depth of cut
(mm)
2

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Influence advance by turn and analyses
For a cutting speed fixed at 180 m/min and a depth of cut of 1 mm, by varying the advance by turn.
The results for the various rays of the plates used are represented in Table 3.
Table 3. Criteria of roughness (Ra, Rz, RSm) according to the advance (Vc=180 m/min, ap=1 mm)
Rε
f
Conventional turn
Turn SOMAB T400
(mm/tr) Ra (µm) Rz (µm)
RSm (µm) Ra (µm)
Rz (µm) RSm (µm)
0,4
13,78
60,75
380,80
12,33
50,72
385,44
0,2
3,88
19,68
197,47
3,77
16,16
195,08
0,4
0,1
1,34
8,19
111,87
1,13
6,37
95,70
0,05
1,43
8,01
105,76
0,81
5,57
60,21
0,4
7,06
28,71
393,32
6,55
27,87
393,15
0,2
2,19
10,90
195,59
1,18
6,84
196,23
0,8
0,1
0,98
6,13
128,28
0,51
3,19
102,58
0,05
1,08
7,00
123,35
0,83
6,91
161,15
0,4
4,43
19,38
393,24
4,09
20,40
391,67
0,2
1,28
6,60
198,65
1,06
7,64
183,86
1,2
0,1
0,93
6,59
129,23
0,71
5,46
83,61
0,05
1,00
7,38
97,35
0,80
5,23
98,39
It is noticed that the average Ra values and Rz corresponding to the turn with numerical control are
lower than those of the conventional turn.
In Figure 1 let us note that the three criteria of roughness taken into account have values lower for the
turn than numerical control. This result is confirmed by the curves of Figure 2, where the shape of the
curves of variation of roughness’s Ra and Rz for a ray of the plate of 0,4 Misters the curves concerning
the turn with numerical control are always with the lower part of those of the conventional turn and
always tends towards the curves of the theoretical values of roughness Ra and Rz. As one can notices
on the profiles of roughness (Figure 1), than the pace of the profile for the turn with numerical control
is more stationary than that of the conventional turn.

Figure 1. Status returns of surface, for the advances by tour (Vc=180 m/min, ap=1 mm, R ε = 1.2mm)
a) f= 0,4 mm/tr, b) f=0,2 mm/tr, c) f=0,1 mm/tr, d) f=0,05 mm/tr
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For a ray of the plate 0,8 mm, the curves of Ra variations and Rz are presented on the figure, the
tendency of the curves concerning the turn with numerical control towards the values theoretical is
quite apparent.

Figure 2. Influence advance by turn on roughness (Vc = 180 m/min, ap = 1 mm, Rε = 0.4 mm) a) Ra,
b)Rz

Figure 3. Influence advance by turn on roughness (Vc = 180 m/min, ap = 1 mm, Rε = 0.8 mm) a) Ra,
b)Rz
In Figure 4 one presented the Ra variations and Rz for a ray of the plate of 1,2mm, the made
observations different step from those for the rays of plate 0,4 and 0,8 Misters But one notices that
there is always a discrepancy between the measured values and the theoretical values calculated by the
formulas (1) and (2) and that for the small advances by turn, this dispersion east can be due to the
presence of the vibration for the low speed of advances. (Ra, Rz in µm et r in mm).

Ra 

f2
32r

(1)

Rz 

f2
8r

(2)
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Figure 4. Influence advance by turn on roughness a) Ra, b) Rz (Vc = 180 m/min, ap = 1 mm,
Rε = 1.2 mm)
Figure 5 represents the variation of RSm according to the advance by turn. The curve for the turn with
numerical control is always nearest to the value of the advance by turn what leads us to saying that the
vibrations of the latter are less compared to the conventional turn. There are plastic deformations and
elastic strain and precisely this variation of the value of RSm and the advance by turn is due to the
elastic strain of the surface generated by the cut because of the rise in temperature. The surface quality
is better for the advance by turn of 0.1 mm/tr in both cases, but it is improved almost to 50 % for the
turn with numerical control.

Figure 5. Influence advance by turn on RSm roughness a) rε =0,4 mm, b) rε =1,2 mm (Vc = 180
m/min, ap = 1 mm, Rå = 0,8 mm)
3.2 Influence Cutting Speed
The results obtained concerning the values of roughness Ra, Rz and Rsm are gathered in Table 3 for
the conventional turn and the turn with numerical control.
On the Table 4 where one gathered the values average of roughness for the two turns and the
percentage of variation. One can draw the following observations: The Ra value for the turn with
numerical control varies between 1,35 µm for the cutting speed 90 m/min with 0,55 µm for speed 248
m/min. what leads us to saying that the roughness decreased with the increase cutting speed. The same
thing is noticed for the conventional turn. The Ra value varies between 1,73 µm for the cutting speed
90 m/min and 0,95 µm for the speed of 248 m/min.
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Table 4. Comparison of roughness
Roughness
Vc
Conventional
Turn with
Variation (%)
(m/min)
turn
numerical control
90
1,73
1,35
-22,16
120
1,65
1,11
-32,39
Ra (µm)
180
1,16
0,74
-35,73
230
1,13
0,63
-44,41
248
0,95
0,55
-42,46
90
9,91
8,18
-17,40
120
10,30
8,18
-20,59
Rz (µm)
180
7,11
5,67
-20,29
230
6,56
5,61
-14,39
248
5,57
4,69
-15,85
90
164,06
109,37
-33,34
120
190,80
79,02
-58,59
RSm (µm)
180
128,19
68,75
-46,37
230
117,85
64,21
-45,52
248
118,06
52,97
-55,13

The difference between the Ra values for the two turns increases with the increase cutting speed, it is
22,16% for the speed of 90 m/min east increases up to 43% for the speed of 248 m/min. That is in the
cutting conditions which appear more severe for the conventional turn than for the turn with numerical
control. This supports an increase in the cutting forces and vibrations during machining for the
conventional machine what is not the case for the turn with numerical control.

Figure 6. Influence cutting speed on roughness a) Ra, b) Rz (f=0.1 mm/tr, ap = 2 mm, rå = 1,2mm)
The same remark can be made for the criterion of surface quality Rz. There is always a discrepancy
between the values for the two turns, those of the turn with numerical control are less than those of the
conventional turn. The thing to announce is that the value of Rz gives more information of the state
surfaces. It characterizes the hollows and the peaks of the profile of surface and in this case one
notices an improvement of the surface quality going up to 21%, which testifies to less disturbances for
the turn with numerical control than for the conventional turn.
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For RSm, the theoretical value in our case is of 100 µm. It is noticed that the value obtained with the
conventional turn is always higher than this value. For the turn with numerical control this value
decreases until half of the theoretical value for the cutting speed 248 m/min.
In Figure 6, one represented the variations of roughness Ra according to the cutting speed for an
advance of 0.1 mm/tr and a depth of cut of 2 Misters a great dispersion in the values of roughness for
the same working conditions, it is that while taking for value of the advance by tower the value 0.1
mm/tr which is equivalent to the value or the surface quality is better, and by increasing the depth of
cut to 2 mm, therefore condition a little severe for the conventional turn which one translates this
dispersion in the results, which east appears on the microscopic photographs surface quality.
4. Conclusion
The experiments carried out on two turn different, a conventional turn and a turn with numerical
control, have leads to results which make it possible to make the following observations:
 The results are in agreement with the literature. For the same cutting conditions and by
varying only the ray of the nozzle, the value of arithmetic roughness Ra is inversely
proportional to the ray of the nozzle.
 Concerning the advance by turn, it is known that its influence is of primary importance on
roughness, our results confirm it.
 For the turn with numerical control, the Ra values and Rz are definitely lower than that of
the conventional turn.
 The improvement of the surface quality for the turn with numerical control compared to
the conventional turn varies between 10% and 50%.
 By choosing parameters of optimum cut, the dispersion of the results is very remarkable.
 The value of RSm approaches the theoretical value for the turn with numerical control.
 The values of RSm move away much from the theoretical values for the conventional
turn.
 The effect the cutting speed is highlighted. A great dispersion of the results is noticed no
matter what the general pace has the same tendency. The increase cutting speed improves
the surface quality of the machined parts.
 The profile of roughness for the turn with numerical control presents a certain periodicity,
whereas for the conventional turn in remark a presence of random disturbance.
In conclusion, the machine tool exploits a very great role the machined surface quality. The rigidity of
a machine is prevalent factor to have a good surface quality. To this end the choice of the rigid
machine tool is essential for any trial run. In the chapter according to the tests will be realized on the
lathe with numerical control.
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